
 

Clent Hills June Jaunter - 24th June 2010 - Results                        Robert Vickers 
 
An innovation for the June Jaunter this year was the introduction of SI electronic timing.  
This enabled some more interesting detail to be produced in the results, since split times 
could be recorded at the three checkpoints, enabling analysis of clockwise and anti-
clockwise route choices.  The detail will be published on the HOC website for your 
delectation. 
 
My thanks go to Peter Langmaid for marshalling the Four Stones: I relied on the security of 
zip ties to attach the SI units to the other checkpoints on Walton Hill Trig point and the gate 
by Clent Church.  My faith was rewarded, as there was no interference with the units. 
 
A couple more runners tackled the Clent Hills than last year, enjoying a glorious evening 
which encouraged them to stay around discussing their routes and performances in the 
evening sunshine. 
 
Victory this year went again to Richard Dearden, for the fourth year running, but alas 
another 46 seconds slower than in 2009.  It would appear that Richard’s prospects of 
challenging Barry Parkinson’s long standing record are receding further, as the advancing 
years take their toll like the rest of us… 
...however, Andy Plante bucked the trend, recording an improvement of more than 2 
minutes since last year.  It was good to see Dale Faulkner making a creditable first 
attempt. 
 
The SI print for Jenny Uff registered an anomalous start time, and I suspect it had not 
cleared properly.  Hence her recorded time does not include the first leg up to Walton Hill.  
Sorry, Jenny. 
 
Thank you all for supporting this traditional HOC event, and my thanks to Charlie Nelson 
for looking after the shop while I made my own venture over the hills. 
 
Don’t forget there is a complete spreadsheet of all known June Jaunter times on the HOC 
website.  If you can help with any missing data, please let me know. 
 
1 Richard Dearden   b1969  21.38 
2 Dave Nevell    b1960  22.39 
3 John Embrey    b1958  24.23 
4 Andy Batchelor   b1970  26.14 
5 Julia Ferguson (WCH)  b1982  28.01 
6 Mike Baggott    b1951  30.47 
7 Nigel Cousins   b1952  31.10 
8 Brian Harrold    b1954  31.50 
9 Andy Plante    b1954  32.11 
10 Robert Vickers   b1942  32.36 
11 Adrian Bailey    b1966  33.03 
12 Charlie Nelson   b1951  35.00 
13 Dale Faulkner (IND)   b1977  37.37 
14 Ant Clerici    b1954  40.54 
15 Pat Pay (WRE/HOC)  b1938  42.50 



 

16 Russ Fauset + sticks (walking) b1947  45.46 
17  John Bennison (COBOC)  b1944  49.59 
18 Jenny Uff    b1950  41.01 + Start to Walton 
 


